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Digitally drive the 
process .. 

… of submitting, tracking and 
resolving queries from audit and 
accounting professionals whilst 
building an audit trail that will satisfy 
the Regulators About Us

We build and host digital products and solutions at the forefront 
of technology to enable measurable and practical digital 
transformation for our clients. 
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The need

An affordable solution that drives the resolution
of queries submitted by audit and accounting 
professionals

Query management or support ticket systems are fairly common and 
well-known thanks to the efforts of many IT service companies and 
departments. These system are usually available off-the-shelf or easily 
implementable through a SaaS provider. However, few – if any – are 
tailored or even customizable to meet the specific demands of a 
professional support team providing services to audit and accounting 
professionals.

Therefore, many firms still use email, spreadsheets or even simple 
telephone calls to help professional services teams make crucial 
decisions about the correct accounting or audit treatments when 
working with their clients.

Under these conditions, it is difficult to ensure that:

▪ Queries raised by the professional teams are effectively work-flowed 
to conclusion whilst including appropriate professionals for input, 
review and approval

▪ All the considerations that were raised in resolving the query (and 
hence the audit opinion) have been documented – forming an 
effective audit trail that would satisfy Regulators performing reviews 
of past audits

▪ Build a knowledge base of past queries that would aid in the timely 
resolution of queries in future

▪ Identify where bottlenecks are arising in the resolution of queries
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In Contact

Built for professionals by professionals who 
know what you need to deliver effective 
support to your audit and accounting teams
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At a glance …

Built and hosted on our revolutionary flagship 
digital platform - readyplatform

Configurable

▪ The highly configurable nature
of the system makes it
possible to tailor it to your
exact specifications by adding 
your own topics, sub-topics, 
selection lists and more…

Online reporting

▪ Summary dashboard reports

▪ Detailed reporting

▪ Even deliverables to add to the 
audit file

Easy to use

▪ Intuitive and friendly interface

▪ Attach and manage documents
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Collaborate

▪ Alerts, notifications and 
reminders keep everybody 
informed



In Contact
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Users can quickly and easily submit queries using the intuitive interface



In Contact
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Add documents that support the query …. both as the requestor or as an operator working on the query

Manage review notes and additional user actions from within the query itself



In Contact
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Detailed reports and summary dashboards provide all the information you effectively track all queries to resolution

Dashboards are available at the requestor, operator, reviewer and organisational level.
Reporting is produced based on the role of the person viewing the report (i.e. Partner, Manager, EQCR, Operator, Reviewer, etc)



In Contact
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Packed full of additional features

▪ Submit by proxy lets you submit a query on behalf of any other user

▪ Discussion forum integrated to the query lets you discuss matters related to it

▪ Match queries to previous matters

▪ Gather feedback from teams and DPP operators to improve performance

▪ Integrated with an Incident Management
Log so you can automatically raise 
incidents that should be tracked and
reported out of the query resolution 
process



readyplatform
Tapping into the capabilities of our always-on, digital platform, we will 
help you reinvent your business processes, provide an intuitive 
interface and enable key analytic reporting to help you get the best 
out of your business processes
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readyplatform at a glance
A digital delivery platform providing the ecosystem needed to rapidly build, deploy and host digital products and 
solutions to help businesses innovate and digitise at unprecedented rates

Drive innovation

Utilising our flexible architecture 
means that we can help you 

launch your own digital solutions 
quickly and at much reduced cost 

over traditional development 
methods

You’re not tied just to In Contact. 
We can leverage our platform to 

provision or build out any solution 
you may need

Detailed Logging

… and user tracking, combined with 
digital signatures, mean that you 

can track and trace all actions 
performed by you and your 

employees
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Always On

readyplatform lives in the cloud. 
This mean that you can access 

your data and applications at any 
time from anywhere in the world

Perform assessments and analyse 
results when it suits you from 

wherever!

Read more at https://readyplatform.co.za/



readyplatform security
Built to the strictest security standards, you have peace of mind knowing that your data and applications are 
kept in a secure environment and that it is managed in compliance with data protection regulations

Data Protection

readyplatform uses a secure 
protocol (HTTPS) for keeping all 

data encrypted when shared 
between your platform and a 

user’s browser. No data can be 
shared with third-party entities 
without your explicit consent. 
When at rest (in a database), 
your data is encrypted too, 

providing an additional strong 
layer of protection.

Security Practices

readyplatform is built on a safety-
first basis to follow best practices 

and comply with the latest security 
guidelines. These include OWASP’s 

recommendations for secure 
application development. 

Independent third-party penetration 
tests are regularly performed on all 
our products and infrastructure to 
identify and confront any current 

vulnerabilities. 
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Data Redundancy

Your data requires the highest 
degree of protection with no 

room for compromise. Our fully-
managed cloud deployment 
offers multiple levels of data 

redundancy both at infrastructure 
and application level. 

Solid Infrastructure

Our virtual cloud services use 
world-class infrastructure providers 

like Microsoft for your system’s 
efficiency, safety and round-the-
clock accessibility. Our providers 
are just as reliable and are highly 
qualified and equipped with the 

latest security-related certificates 
to offer first-class services. 

Read more at https://readyplatform.co.za/security.html
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2Digital Solutions
We build and host digital products and solutions at the forefront of 
technology to enable measurable and practical digital transformation 
for our clients

practical

/ˈpraktɪk(ə)l/
adjective

of or concerned with the actual doing or use of 
something rather than with the theory and ideas



2Digital Solutions at a glance
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Major ClientsPortfolio of Service Offerings

▪ Application Criticality 
Assessment Toolkit

▪ Bursary Management

▪ Case Management Solutions

▪ Declarations

▪ Document Collaborator

▪ Finding Manager

▪ Employee Mobility

▪ Help Desk Solution

Read more at https:// 2digital.co.za/

▪ IFC Toolkit

▪ Polls

▪ Questionnaires

▪ Risk Manager

▪ Risk Management Query 
System

▪ Self Assessment Toolkit

▪ Staff Management

▪ Surveys

▪ Tax and Rebate Calculators

Established in 2016

South African Registered
2016/268563/07

VAT Registered
4280276199

Our core team has over 40 years combined 
experience in IT development, IT 
consulting and IT assurance

Our extended team of developers and 
professional consultants cover a variety of 
subject matters including financial, tax, 
audit and general advisory

We operate globally servicing
our clients on every continent



Contact Us
Eugene Pfister

+27 83 297 3452

eugene.pfister@readyplatform.co.za

http://www.2digital.co.za/

http://www.2digital.co.za/

